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Dance was a part of my life for nearly as far back as I can remember. After taking classes 
for years, I taught dance as well—tap, ballet, jazz and later hip-hop, starting as a high 
school student. A few years back, I even dusted off the gear to teach hip-hop classes 

during Interim semesters at the private college where I worked. 

I have been familiar with Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., for a few years now. I 
knew it as a private university that worked exclusively with deaf and hard of hearing students.  It 
is, in fact, a world leader in providing an outstanding undergraduate liberal arts education and 
graduate programs for deaf and hard of hearing students. When I happened upon a story about 
The Gallaudet Dancers, I was stunned for a moment. When I realized that not only did The 
Gallaudet Dancers exist, but they had been around for sixty years, I felt quite foolish indeed.

Dancing at Gallaudet University dated back to Dr. Peter Wisher who, in 1955, noted a student 
signing the Lord’s Prayer during a campus ceremony. Though he had no experience yet with 
deaf education, he was drawn to the beauty of the signing, intricate and meaningful movements 
which lead him to believe that deaf students should dance. After realizing deaf students could 
internalize the rhythm when he used a drum to keep beat, he developed a revolutionary 
choreography that blended ASL signs with modern dance. The company became known as The 
Gallaudet Modern Dance Troupe.

Nearly thirty years later, when Dr. Wisher retired, Dr. Diane Hottendorf took over as the new 
director. Having trained in a variety of genres, she helped the company grow. In her tenure, 
she oversaw the construction of a new dance studio and initiated the dance minor. Using the 
foundation and skills provided by Wisher and working with a talented young assistant—Sue 
Gill-Doleac—Hottendorf incorporated ASL into a wide variety of genres, and the company’s 
dance numbers evolved into more abstract and artistic forms.

Because she recognized that young deaf dancers were lacking the training they needed and 
wanted, Gill-Doleac also began the National Deaf Dance Academy. Ever since, she has been 
working to train deaf and hard of hearing dancers and encouraging them to go on to share 
their talents with the young people in their communities, those who would most welcome their 
support and encouragement. She also works to support hearing teachers who may initially feel 
uncomfortable with the idea of working with deaf students, offering straightforward tools and 
techniques to work with those students to great success.

As Gill-Doleac shares, deaf and hard of hearing students have to face certain stereotypes, but 
the Gallaudet Dancers have been demonstrating for six decades now that they do not need 
to hear to dance. Each member is unique, with different backgrounds and ability in dance 
training, as well as varied degrees of hearing loss—from profoundly deaf to moderate loss. Some 
sign, and others may not; some wear hearing aids, and some have cochlear implants. Many rely 
solely on speech and lip reading. 

Whatever their abilities and backgrounds, all are bound together by one passion. Every year 
they have a chance to shine as artists, each one a fundamental part of a proud lineage of artists 
and educators who saw only promise and possibility.



POWERFLOR CABLE MANAGEMENT FOR TODAY’S CLASSROOMS:
Meet Ever Changing Classroom Power and Data Requirements

In today’s technology driven classrooms, the requirement for power, data, and 
AV connections to be located exactly where needed is now more important 
than ever. As classroom configurations and room usage requirements 
change, the ease with which these connections can be changed or relocated 
is a major cable management consideration. 

COMPUTER CLASSROOM CONVERSION
The University of Iowa (Iowa City) recently installed a Powerflor Cable 
Management raised floor system to upgrade one of their computer 
classrooms. Three rows of computer desks (30 total) and a podium were 
originally configured in the room with the power and data cables routed 
through, and hardwired into, the furniture.  Reconfiguring the furniture layout 
would require completely rewiring the entire room for both electrical and 
data, at considerable expense, just to achieve a new furniture layout. For 
most universities, this becomes a major issue from both a time and expense 
perspective and usually results in the decision to simply use the room as it is 
currently configured and make the best of it.

Room Usage Requirements
Jeff Reuter, Instructional Technology Director for the Tippie College of 
Business at the University of Iowa, had very specific requirements for his 
computer room usage: “We wanted to use this room for more than just 
traditional classroom computer training. We needed to have 30 individual 
workstations that could be moved throughout the room in order to perform 
group activities in various numbers.” 

Jeff noted, “These workstations needed to have electrical and wired data 
connections without cables running across the floor or hanging from the 
ceiling. This required additional electrical and data connection points, with 
the ability to move these on-the-fly also being desired.” Jeff further noted: 
“There is a possibility that the room would also be repurposed in the future 
and we were looking for something that we could move to a new site and 
still leave the room in useable condition. We also had a very tight timeframe 
when we could actually tear down and remodel the room. Adjacent spaces 
and spaces below this room would also have ongoing classes, so we did not 
want long, loud disruptions that would have come from coring the existing 
cement floor.”
 
Features & Functionality
When seeking a viable solution for managing the power and data cables 
for the computer lab, Jeff offered the following observations: “We needed 
the product to function as a solid, quiet floor with the ability to run data and 
electrical underneath the floor.” He also shares, “We also needed the product 
layout to be reconfigurable on short notice without having trained specialists 
or special equipment on hand. We needed the product to be installed with 

minimal change to the existing structure and installation time to be as short 
as possible. We also hoped to work with one vendor from start to finish 
to reduce the organizational demands on the staff, minimizing scheduling 
problems and reduce lead time delays. Safety concerns regarding materials 
used and financial costs were also a consideration.”
 
Reconfiguring Power & Data Locations
The Powerflor system is designed for quick and simple reconfiguration. Jeff 
noted: “Since we were not sure exactly how we were going to need the room 
configured, I had to reconfigure it 4 times in the first few months. This process 
was easy enough that I have tweaked the configuration several more times 
since then, which is something I would not have needed to do, but it was 
easy enough that I went ahead and made the minor changes.” 
 
Turn-Key System
Powerflor is presented to the end user as a truly turn-key process, from room 
layout and design right though on-site installation by our trained installers. 
 
This system is shipped complete with pre-carpeted floor pedestals, 
ramps, railings, pre-terminated power and data cables and outlets 
(plug-and-play).  As a result, a typical 1500 sq./ft. classroom usually takes 
about 2 days to fully install. The end user can accomplish this entire process 
by working with a single vendor. When Jeff was asked if this concept carried 
any weight in their decision making process, he replied: “Because of our 
timetable and limited staffing resources, this was a large factor in our choice, 
since all of our other needs were also met.” 
 
General Observations
Customer comments and observations are always welcomed. After having 
the Powerflor installed and in use for over a year, we asked Jeff to critique the 
system and his overall experience.  “We have been very pleased and have 
hosted other groups wanting to tour the space. Perhaps the best thing to say 
is that most people don’t realize that they are on a raised floor until they are 
shown. I was especially impressed when the President of Powerflor took a 
personal interest in our project. It is great when an important project of ours 
is also treated as an important project by the vendor.”
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Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., is the only four-year liberal 

arts university in the world designed for deaf and hard of hearing 

students. Because the university did not have a Dance major thirty 

years ago, Sue Gill-Doleac opted instead to earn a B.S. in Physical  

Education and Secondary Education and her M.A in Deaf 

Education from Gallaudet. A former Gallaudet student dancer  

who served as the assistant director for nearly three decades, 

Gill-Doleac is now the director of the Gallaudet Dance Company 

where she provides powerful training and mentoring to other deaf 

or hard of hearing dancers.

Learning to Survive and Thrive
Growing up in West Trenton, New Jersey, Sue Gill-Doleac 
attended public schools that lacked any support services for 
deaf or hard of hearing students—there were no note-takers or 
interpreters, or other accommodations, though the school system 
did provide speech therapy.

She explains that she survived by sitting at the front of the 
classroom and reading lips, along with asking her parents for help 
during the evening’s homework, so they could cover any areas she 
missed in the classroom. In order to help her work on her residual 
hearing—and provide an outlet for overcoming her tendencies 
toward shyness—her parents, Charles and Dolores Gill, enrolled 
her in dancing. For the next eleven years, she enjoyed formal dance 
training in tap, ballet, and jazz at the Stewart Johnson Academy. 
She notes, “Little did I know at that time, that experience would 
lead me to my dream job.”

What she recalls most is that her dance teachers at Stewart 
Johnson Academy did not treat her differently from any other 
dance students. If she missed information, she recalls they just 
demonstrated for her again. Additionally, she notes, “Since Dance 
is a visual art, it was easy to follow and learn the dance movements.” 
In her senior year, her last at the academy, she claimed the leading 
role in the ballet production of “Gigi.”

Choosing Gallaudet 
Knowing that their daughter wanted to teach dance, her parents 
encouraged her to try Gallaudet, which they believed was the best 
place for her.  She recalls, “At first I was resistant, as I had little 
experience in the Deaf Culture and did not know many signs. I 
only knew basic signs because of my Deaf brother, Ken.”

GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY  
AND SUE GILL-DOLEAC: 
Deaf Dancers Celebrate 
Sixty Years of Dance

by Rachel ClevengerPROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

Photo courtesy Gallaudet University
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  One weekend during her junior year of high school, she visited 
Gallaudet, and she caught a performance of the Gallaudet dancers, 
which inspired many of the life paths that she would soon follow.  She 
adds, “I loved how the signs were incorporated with the dance and, from 
that moment on, I knew I wanted to attend Gallaudet and be a part of 
the Gallaudet Dance Company.” She was also drawn to being part of a 
company that traveled the world, and with Gallaudet she performed in 
Egypt, Costa Rica, St. Lucia, Brazil, France, Barbados, Denmark, and 
several other countries.

Because there was not a dance major—or minor—at Gallaudet, she 
chose a closely related field and opted for a double major in Physical 
Education and Education. Of course, at one point, she thought about 
transferring in order to major in dance, her primary passion, but she is 
pleased now that she ultimately decided to stay. 

 For graduate school, she was planning to leave again, this time to 
major in Deaf Education at a college in California.  When the then-
director of the Gallaudet Dance Company, Dr. Diane Hottendorf, 
offered her a scholarship to be the assistant director of the company, 
she opted to stay put. “Again, it was the best decision I ever made,” she 
states.  She completed her MA in 1984 at Gallaudet, majoring in Deaf 
Education with an emphasis on Secondary Education.

From Student to Teacher
When she finished her MA, Hottendorf offered Gill-Doleac a full-time 
job as assistant director, a position she held for almost thirty years. When 
Hottendorf retired in 2011, Gill-Doleac was named the director. Under 
Hottendorf, Gallaudet grew to offer a dance minor, and Gill-Doleac  
was able to work alongside her mentor as that happened for other 
students who dreamed of focusing on dance. 

Now, as she works with her students minoring in dance, she is most 
focused on helping them become well-rounded dancers able to tackle 
a variety of genres, dancers who have skills in choreography as well 
as practice in recognizing and capitalizing on a student’s personal 
learning style. Even more importantly, she wants them to “remain 
passionate about dancing and ASL and serve as positive role models for 
deaf and hard of hearing children.”  

She proudly notes that several Gallaudet graduates are currently 
teaching dance to hard of hearing and deaf students—some are teaching 
hearing dancers, some are doing choreography for dance companies across 
the nation, and others have taken the helm at their own dance companies.

One such graduate is Tara Miles, who teaches dance to deaf and 
hard of hearing students at Kendall Demonstration Elementary School, 
choreographs for multiple dance companies, and still teaches dance 
on the Gallaudet campus. Miles explains, “I had a hard time leaving 

“Before we joined the Gallaudet Dance Company, 

many of us were robbed of the opportunity to 

showcase our natural talents and abilities, but after 

we became members of the company, we were 

given the lives back that we so long deserved.”

— MAYA YAMADA

Photo by Andrew Robertson
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Spotlight continued

the company after graduation.  I would stay on as a 
choreographer and end up dancing again.” 

Miles explains that Gallaudet Dance Company taught 
her not to limit what she could do, and that Gill-Doleac 
constantly offered her opportunities to branch out. Now, 
as her elementary school dancers are earning recognition 
for their style of dance, she knows she is helping those 
young students on their first steps to later go out and 
teach their own peers about chorography and technique.   

Maya Yamada, another Gallaudet graduate, established 
a dance company at a local high school in Greenbelt, MD, 
where she worked with both deaf and hearing students. 
Yamada shares that her memories of Gill-Doleac date back 
to 1988 and are forever etched in her memory because of 
the powerful impact her mentor had on the lives of so 
many dancers who happened to be deaf. 

Yamada states that Gill-Doleac shaped and molded 
young men and women into highly skilled dancers, while 
she also played a significant role in helping them become 
both strong and empowered. She notes, “Before we joined 
the Gallaudet Dance Company, many of us were robbed 
of the opportunity to showcase our natural talents and 
abilities, but after we became members of the company, 
we were given the lives back that we so long deserved.”  

Manufacturing aMerica’s finest Park equiPMent since 1954
from speedy bleachers to picnic tables to bike racks and more

1-800-553-2476
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Photo courtesy Gallaudet University
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Spotlight continued

These powerful impressions are not just left 
on the students she encounters. Dr. Martha 
Sheridan, a faculty member in the graduate 
department, has worked for many years with 
Gill-Doleac. She notes, “To say the university 
and the dancers are fortunate to have her at 
the helm is an understatement. She is one of 
the most positive and spirited people I know, 
and her exuberance is contagious for dancers 
and audiences alike. She builds her dancers’ 
confidence, encourages their creativity, and 
inspires esprit de corps.” 

Noting that her longtime colleague and 
friend is the first director of the Gallaudet 
Dance Company director who was once a 
member of the company and is also deaf, 
Sheridan praises Gill-Doleac’s extensive 
training under founder Dr. Peter Wisher and 
later Dr. Diane Hottendorff as well as her 
powerful and unique vision. 

“Her experience allows her to treasure 
and preserve the rich and  unique cultural 
and choreographic heritage of the company 
across generations of dancers while allowing 
the company to continue to evolve,” 
Sheridan explains, “and her own interpretive 
choreography is a beautiful example of this.”

Assets of Deaf and  
Hard of Hearing Dancers 
While some may focus on the limitations 
for deaf and hard of hearing dancers, Gill-
Doleac recognizes both the power and 
potential. First of all, deaf dancers can 
perform without music—which actually 
happened one time during a performance: 
a technical glitch caused the music to stop, 
but her dancers happily continued without 
missing one step, finishing the dance on 
time when the music was restored.

Deaf and hard of hearing dancers also 
are powerfully attuned to visual cues, 
using their eyes to communicate with 
fellow dancers and keep time with the 
music.  Perhaps their greatest asset, she 
explains, is that deaf dancers are able 
to share their language through dance. 
She notes, “We have been told that we 
are  more expressive  while we dance,  and 
it is probably due to the fact when we 
communicate through ASL, we use facial 
expressions to convey an idea.”

Tara Miles adds that deaf dancers are 
visual learners, so they are able to grasp 
visual depictions and better communicate 

“Gill-Doleac is one of the most 

positive and spirited people I know, 

and her exuberance is contagious 

for dancers and audiences alike.”    

— DR. MARTHA SHERIDAN
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those movements to others.  She believes visual 
learners are more practiced at both “making 
movement and explaining things in a way 
that shows the movement is important.” Of 
course, she notes that another asset could be the 
attention the dance company draws by having 
deaf dancers. “To us it is not a big deal,” she 
concludes, “but to the outside world looking in, 
they think this is some really amazing ‘miracle,’ 
but we don’t view ourselves like that.” 

A Primer for Teaching Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing Dancers
Several years ago, Sue Gill-Doleac and Diane 
Hottendorf worked together to provide 
documentation that could be shared upon 
request that would help other dance instructors.  
They offer the optimal techniques and strategies 
geared to teaching deaf and hard of hearing 
dancers.  

Designed to help anyone who might work with 
deaf or hard of hearing students—including 
hearing teachers with private studios or deaf 
dancers working with other deaf dancers—their 
method encourages teachers to recognize that 
the techniques already being used to teach dance 
to hearing students could be easily adjusted and 
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adapted for these students. They recommend 
that dance teachers use visual cues as well.

In dance training, they further recommend 
that teachers face the students, maintain eye 
contact, and remain in one place while giving 
instructions and while providing the dancers 
with feedback. Teachers can use gestures 
and facial expressions to communicate and 
demonstrate, although they warn against 

exaggerating words—what they call “over 
mouthing”—because that pronounced 
exaggeration actually makes it harder for a 
deaf student to speechread.

Teachers should remember to speak in 
a natural voice throughout. Of course, 
hands and arms can be used to demonstrate 
movements as well. For instance, a shuffle 
can be demonstrated by a teacher opening 

her palm on one hand and sweeping front 
to back with the other hand, in essence 
indicating a foot hitting the floor.  For a 
battement, teachers can use their arms to 
demonstrate positions for legs—one arm 
held straight while the other “kicks.” Just as 
with spoken dance cues, sign cues should be 
presented on the seventh and eighth count. 
To cue dancers to change sides, teachers can 
strike the floor. 

In addition to those few ASL cues, play 
music with a heavy bass line. Ideally, they 
explain, music should be provided using 
large speakers directed toward dancers. For 
instance, their program at Gallaudet uses 
four speakers that face the dancers. 

Because many deaf students receive lower-
range auditory information more easily, 
the instructors should set the amplifier 
to emphasize bass.  Because of this, the 
Gallaudet Dance Company regularly uses 
music with heavy bass for any dance numbers, 
and instructors might also use a drum at 
times to simulate the strong bass component 
so students might identify beats. 

During performances, the beginning 
of each number should be discretely cued 
by someone in the wings or a designated 
dancer should start the number.  A dancer 
should also be designated to give a visual 
cue—such as clapping or snapping—to begin 
a new phase of the number. Throughout a 
performance, dancers should be encouraged 
to communicate with each other, and remain 
in time, using their eyes. 

Finally, they stress that teaching these 
students is undoubtedly a joy, something 
that is not out of reach for any dance teachers 
willing to make even slight adjustments 
to their normal pedagogies. Teachers can 
provide a visual sign count for each step, along 
with a verbal count they would traditionally 
provide. Primarily, they encourage teachers 
to recognize that deaf students should not 
be coddled or held to lower expectations, 
that deaf or hard of hearing dancers will 
have varying degrees of ability, just like any 
other dancers. They also remind teachers that 
students often perform to the level of their 
teacher’s expectations.

The Longevity of Gallaudet  
Dance Company
With regards to both the success and 
longevity of the company, Gill-Doleac first 
credits the former dance directors—Dr. 
Wisher and Dr. Hottendorf—and their 
outstanding devotion to their mission. She 
also believes the company’s uniqueness has 
likely helped them succeed, particularly the 
ways they incorporate ASL signing with 
dance.

Spotlight continued
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Of course, it has not always been easy. She 
notes that several years ago there were even 
discussions about closing the dance program, 
but the administration ultimately decided to 
merge the program—both the dance minor 
and Gallaudet Dance Company—with 
Theatre. Funding, as with any of the arts, has 
been difficult. 

Though Gallaudet University is highly 
supportive in many ways to the mission of 
the Gallaudet Dancers, the administration 
is only able to provide a limited budget for 
the program, so much of her time is spent 
drumming up financial support. She also 
does not have a full-time assistant director. 
In fact, without the regular outside funding 
provided by the Delta Zeta Sorority and the 
National Delta Zeta foundation for the last 
sixty years, she does not think they would 
have survived. Not only does DZ fund 
costumes and sound equipment, they even 
provided a new Delta Zeta dance studio.  

The Success of the  
Gallaudet Dancers
On the success of the program, Tara Miles 
believes that Gallaudet Dance Company has 
been blessed, especially compared to other 
programs that have not been as lucky in 
the face of some school administrators who 
slash arts programs and do not recognize the 
importance of such activities. 

However, Miles believes the program’s 
longevity has primarily been a result of 
incredibly strong leadership, up to and 
especially crediting Gill-Doleac. She adds, 
“Her strong belief that deaf people can dance 
somehow transcends itself into the minds of 
all of us unconsciously.” She adds that since 
Gill-Doleac took over as director, there have 
been wonderful changes, with the company 
growing in its appeal to others and drawing 
in more dancers to participate. 

Maya Yamada agrees, noting that Gill-Doleac 
opened doors for deaf dancers, providing a 
haven for them, what Yamada calls “a place to 
discover our true selves while dancing away all 
the pain and suffering we experienced in the 
hearing world.”  Today, nearly thirty years 
later, Yamada recalls those powerful lessons she 
and peers learned from their incredible mentor 
in a “powerful bond that is forever sealed.”  She 
notes that Gill-Doleac was their saving grace, 
“an angel in disguise.” 

Martha Sheridan adds that when she 
recently praised Gill-Doleac, her response 
was simply, “Working with you and the 
dancers is a joy.” Sheridan notes that “joy” 
is a perfect descriptor for her colleague, a 
warm and humble woman who both inspires 
and nurtures young dancers. She adds, “She 
truly loves what she does, finds great joy in 

her work and radiates that joy in everything 
she does.”  

Gill-Doleac and her dancers, both past 
and present, performed together at the 60th 
anniversary dance concert just this past 
April. As part of the ceremony, the Gallaudet 
Dance Company and Gallaudet Alumni 
Dancers performed “Hero.”  It is not hard to 
imagine their inspiration. 
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Written by Connie SweetSUSTAINABILITY AND GREEN INITIATIVES

Green Building Materials Hit the Wall 
Over Certification Wars
Many of us in the commercial building and green building materials industry 

are hearing the cries from the front lines of the green building certification 

wars. Numerous articles of late proclaim one green building certification over 

another. From net-zero energy to green building materials, sustainable design 

has become an oxymoron in some circles. It’s baffling to determine which 

materials, criteria and assessments are necessary to achieve certification. 

With all the benefits green 

building materials bring to 

the betterment of the planet, 

it is disappointing to report 

that green building initiatives 

have not gained the traction 

expected.

Photos by Modernfold
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Since 2000 and the introduction of United States Green Building 
Councils’ (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) certification, new environmental building certifications have 
been formulated. Green Building Initiative (GBI) brought Green Globes 
certification to the U.S. in 2004-2006 and have positioned themselves 
to be competitors of LEED. With strong membership numbers in the 
timber, chemicals, and plastics industries, GBI differs from the others 
in their view of which products support environmental stewardship.

Other options including Living Building Challenge (2006) 
certification levels and now WELL Building Standard are offering 
certifications with meaningful impact on the physical and human 
elements of the built environment as well. All of these certifications 
outline their suggested best practices to accelerate the adoption of 
environmental principles in the building and construction industry. 
Dealing with energy, waste, and water the idea is to reduce the carbon 
footprint of each building by endorsing the many benefits of green 
building in terms of (1) Energy (30-50% reduction in use and lower 
maintenance costs), (2) Water Reduction (in both use and costs), 
(3) Material Use (reduced waste), and (4) a Healthier Environment 
(reduction in sick days and higher productivity).

With all the benefits green building materials bring to the betterment 
of the planet, it is disappointing to report that green building initiatives 
have not gained the traction expected. According to Jerry Yudelson, 
President of the Green Building Initiative, the organization behind 
Green Globe certification, “If green is so great, why does it account for 
only one percent of the total U.S. building stock?” 

The reality is we have big organizations competing for corporations, 
architects, builders and facility managers to invest in their green 
building certifications. Green building material manufacturers 
jump through hoops to comply with the requirements of each 
of the certification arms.   Interior designers research and specify 
environmentally friendly materials. The benefits include reduced waste 
and carbon emissions, long-term savings in water, energy and sewer 
bills, healthier buildings plus higher rents and tenant and customer 
satisfaction and yet nobody seems to care. Based on the energy savings 
alone, we know it is not for lack of benefits that green building has 
not been embraced by more of the manufacturing, construction, and 
building industries. 

Save the Planet by Specifying Moveable Walls
Manufacturers of sustainable moveable walls assist builders and 
facilities in increasing points for all green building certifications 
including LEED and Living Building points in the waste, materials 
and aesthetic areas of certification. It is not solely to please the 
approximately 1% seeking certification that we are designing healthier 
products and adopting environmentally conscious manufacturing 
and installation methods. We’re providing green building materials 
and sustainable design because we know our removable walls have an 
impact on the environment – today and in the future.

Achieving LEED certification is a coveted sustainable goal for 
many organizations. The energy savings, and reduced environmental 
impact LEED certified building offers are celebrated across the globe. 
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Sustainability continued

Sustainability is a choice of values however, 
not a plaque on the wall or content for a 
positive press release. If  LEED certification, 
reaching a WELL Building Standard or Living 
Building Challenge is out of reach, specifying 
moveable walls and sustainable products can 
still be integrated into your design and green 
building plans. 

Adopting the principles of green building 
whether certification is sought or not is what 
will make the fastest and greatest impact on 
the planet. Making conscious green choices 
by specifying sustainable building products, 
diverting construction waste and reducing the 
use of raw materials has become an integral 
part of nonresidential and residential green 
building construction.

At the risk of stating the obvious, challenges 
with green building certifications doesn’t mean 
it has to have an impact on building green, 
choosing sustainable design or specifying 
moveable walls. The construction and design 
industries have been educated in the benefits 
of building green and it’s not entirely about 
certification. In recognition of our recent Earth 
Day, maybe now’s a good time to be reminded 
that when it comes to building and protecting 
our planet the end doesn’t justify the means.

Green Building Market:  
Lower Cost High Return
A 2007 study of LEED certified 
buildings  discovered there is no significant 
difference in average costs for green buildings 
as compared to non-green buildings. With less 
consumption of energy, lower maintenance 
costs, and higher occupant satisfaction, 
green building offers a much higher return 
than expected. With the increased market 
demand, the manufacturing of green building 
components and materials has grown. 
Increased supply and options in sustainable 
building material products has also resulted in 
price reductions. 

Specifying moveable walls is a good 
example. In the past when designers specified 
moveable walls, the cost could not compete 
with traditional gypsum wall construction. 
As demountable wall manufacturing and wall 
panel options have expanded, estimates have 
become highly competitive, and specifying 
moveable walls in some cases can result in 

Adopting the principles of green 

building is what will make the fastest 

and greatest impact on the planet.
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lower costs than traditional wall construction.
Project managers claiming sustainable 

design costs more because of increased research, 
analysis and selection of alternative products 
has also been negated. By implementing 
the integrated design process and bringing 
consultants, stakeholders, designers and 
contractors together early on, the integrated 
design process actually helps to avoid costly 
charges at later stages of construction.

When it comes to higher return, the 
United States Green Building Council 
reports that Green buildings consume less 
energy. Compared to the average commercial 
building, the LEED Gold buildings in the 
General Services Administration’s portfolio 
generally have these features: (1) Consume 
25% less energy and 11% less water; (2) Have 
19% lower maintenance costs; (3) 27% higher 
occupant satisfaction; and (4) 34% lower 
greenhouse gas emissions.

 
Green is the New Black
In his book  The Shape of Green, Lance 
Hosey  argues that  “Beauty is inherent to 
sustainability, for how things look and 
feel is as important as how they’re made.”   
Fortunately, many designers and architects are 
on board with green building and sustainable 
design for these reasons.  The lessons from the 
environmental push during the energy crisis of 
the 70s and the “sick” building syndrome are not 
lost on designers today. Attention to air quality, 
daylighting and increased use of recycled, 
recyclable and reusable products such as flexible 
removable glass walled work stations  that can 
be reconfigured as building needs change, are a 
few of the solutions designers and architects are 
incorporating today. 

Sustainable design doesn’t have to be 
traditional wood furnishings and coarse 
upholstery. The popularity of sustainable design 
has launched innovative products that beautify 
the space while reducing the building’s carbon 
footprint. Green certification controversies 
aside, sustainable design/green building is 
increasing momentum and doesn’t show any 
sign of peaking soon.    “In the end,”  writes 
Senegalese poet  Baba Dioum, “We conserve 
only what we love.” 
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by Craig VoelkertSAFETY & SECURITY

A Call to Increase Fire Awareness on Campus
Sprinkler Systems, Fire Alarm Systems,  
and Stricter Codes
The increased use of sprinkler systems and fire alarm systems, along 
with stricter codes, has helped the U.S. to improve dramatically over 
the past 30 years. Increased technology and tools for fire fighters use 
has helped also. However, for the U. S. to further reduce the number 
of fire related injuries and deaths as well as decreasing property loss, 
many changes must take place.

As stricter codes, new technology and other tools have helped to 
decrease the number of lives lost due to fire incidents, new challenges 

Fire Protection in the United States is advancing, according to 

the U. S. Fire Administration’s “Fire Trends – an International 

Perspective.” In 2007 the U.S. ranked 15th in fire deaths rate 

per million as opposed to 30th among industrialized countries 

in 1979. For the U.S. to be ranked 15th for an industrialized 

nation, there is clearly room for improvement in the U.S. when 

it comes to fire protection.
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are always arising. Recent studies by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and the National 
Institute for Standards and Testing (NIST) have revealed changes in fire behavior for 
typical dwellings. 

Modern construction and furnishings can cause a room to heat to a flashover in 
approximately three minutes. The room becomes untenable much faster than the time 
it takes for flashover to occur. In order to cope with new challenges and improve the 
fire loss record in the U. S. more education, enforcement, responsibility and prevention 
must take place.

Education in Fire Safety: Continuing into College
Starting with the earliest school programs, basic education in fire chemistry, response 
to fire and fire prevention should be taught on a regular basis. This teaching should 
continue on through middle school, high school and college as the challenges change 
with age. 

In addition to the training they receive as children, young adults in college need to 
be taught again about the dangers of candles and the need to practice exit drills in their 
dorm or off campus housing. We need to be reminding everyone of the make-up of fire 
and how fast fire grows in modern furnished housing. 

Fire awareness, including education, enforcement, 

personal responsibility, prevention and a balanced fire 

protection plan will help the United States improve further 

on our fire loss record.
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Safety & Security continued

Discussions should take place regarding the dangers of cooking, smoking, burning candles 
and using space heaters. Stories need to be communicated about what can happen when drinking 
and/or drug use takes away a person’s capacity for self-preservation and the resulting tragedy that 
can occur.

These and similar messages need to be sent throughout the lives of students, up to and 
including their time in college, as a reminder of the dangers we face from possible fire incidents.  

Enforcement Through In-depth Fire Inspections
Stepping up the frequency of in-depth fire inspections can identify situations, hazards and 
behaviors that could lead to a fire. Education of the building occupants during the inspection 
can go a long way to increasing the awareness of the general populace regarding the importance 
of fire knowledge, recognition of hazards and prevention.  Assessment of fines or penalties for 
those who refuse to comply can ultimately coerce them into compliance.

Recognizing Personal Responsibility
Rather than depending on the fire department for protection when a fire occurs, and thus 
incurring damage and putting lives at risk – including the firefighters – people need to take 
responsibility for their situation and their actions. 

Make sure that students, or even staff, recognize that they must take responsibility for 
their own carelessness or lack of attention and correct that behavior.  They also should be 
encouraged and reminded to speak up when they witness unsafe behavior in others that 
could lead to a disaster.

Prevention and Recognizing Potential Hazards  
In an effort to prevent fires from occurring on our campuses, college students must be reminded 
to recognize that a candle left unattended is unsafe, that a space heater is inherently dangerous, 
that walking away from cooking even for “just a minute” is asking for trouble. 
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Being aware of potential fire hazards, 
behaviors and situations, and taking appropriate 
action to mitigate the hazard goes a long way 
towards preventing fires. Students should be 
reminded and monitored regularly by Resident 
Assistants and other residence life workers for 
any behaviors that could lead to a potential 
hazard for everyone in the building.

In addition to education, enforcement 
prevention and taking responsibility, to ensure 
quick response to fire, businesses, building 
owners, workers and students need to be certain 
that a complete and balanced approach to fire 
protection exists in their workplace and at home. 
This will provide occupants and others with the 
tools to defend in place against a fire, once the fire 
department has been called and everyone is safe.  

Balanced Fire Protection:  
A Solution for Everyone
A balanced fire protection plan is made up of 
several components.  These life-safety devices 
include fire extinguishers, standpipe fire 
hose stations, smoke/fire alarms, exit signs 
and emergency lighting, sprinkler and fire 
suppression systems.  All these components 
must be in place and well-maintained to make a 
difference in case of fire. 
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Safety & Security continued

Fire protection equipment is legislated by city, state, and 
federal laws, many of them directly adopted or adapted from 
model code-making organizations, such as the International 
Code Council (ICC) and the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA).  

Building owners and managers must comply with the 
fire codes of their area. However, considering the history 
of fires and the potential severity of future ones, they may 
want to constantly re-evaluate their balanced fire protection 
plan and exceed the requirements of local codes for added 
protection.  Businesses, too, should become advocates for 
their employees’ safety by urging building owners to go 
above and beyond local requirements for extra precautionary 
measures.

A Balanced Fire Protection Plan
A balanced fire protection plan is the first line of defense 
against fire.  Small fires in the beginning stage can be 
suppressed with portable fire extinguishers or water hose lines 
connected to building standpipes.  Even if the occupants are 
unable to extinguish the fire, they are able to gain time and 
protect the exit way in order to evacuate or defend in place, 
while waiting for the fire department to respond.

An alarm should always be sounded and the fire 
department notified regardless of how small the fire is and 
even if it is quickly extinguished. It is better to guarantee 
everyone’s safety through notification and evacuation.  Also, 
the fire department should evaluate the incident and the site 
to make sure that all is safe for occupants to return.  

Conclusion
Fire awareness, including education, enforcement, personal 
responsibility, prevention and a balanced fire protection 
plan will help the United States improve further on our fire 
loss record. Through these actions we can save more lives – 
including firefighters – reduce property damage and business 
losses. With a little effort, much will be gained.
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by Eric KnightSPORTS & FITNESS

Challenging the Traditional Paradigm  
for Indoor Pools
We need to challenge the way people think about indoor pools, 
and challenge the paradigm of how they have been traditionally 
designed for decades. Recent technologies and a new design 
philosophy for ventilation has proven that IAQ problems can be 
reduced—if not prevented—by looking at indoor pools from a 
different perspective.

There are three traditional natatorium design philosophies that 
will be challenged. We encourage you to do your own research 
on these issues and form your own opinions, because there is 
no ‘right’ answer when it comes to design philosophies. Our 
intent is to share a new way of thinking, which we believe is an 
improvement to natatorium IAQ.  

Traditional Natatorium Design Philosophy #1
“The solution to pollution is dilution.”
Until the market accepted dehumidification systems for indoor 
pools, pool ventilation was usually achieved using dedicated 
outside air systems, in some form or another. These systems 
resulted in decent IAQ, but came with high (sometimes 
extraordinarily high) energy and operating costs. 

Natatorium Indoor Air Quality
Most people may not realize the “pool smell, which is 

commonly mistaken for chlorine, is actually a symptom of 

a larger air quality issue in indoor pools. Pool indoor air 

quality (IAQ) is largely driven by off gassing disinfection 

byproducts (DBP’s) such as chloramines and chloroform, 

which form when the pool disinfects dirt and organics in 

the water. 

These airborne pollutants are not only unhealthy, but 

they can also damage and destroy the building and virtu-

ally every metal component in it. In other words, poor IAQ 

is beyond a health problem; it’s a financial problem, and 

it’s a problem that continues to grow over time.
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Beyond costs, dedicated outside air systems are not the most 
effective for indoor pools, given the realities of indoor pool 
conditions. Humidity and temperature needs are different in an 
indoor pool environment than a typical commercial building, as 
evidenced by thousands of indoor pools suffering from condensation 
problems and corrosion when they lacked proper dehumidification.

Part of the reason for using dedicated outside air systems was the 
theory of “solution by dilution,” which basically means introducing 
more outside air to dilute the pollution inside the pool room. Many 
modern day pool dehumidifiers include a function called “purge,” 
which allows for large amounts of outside air to be brought in, and 
exhausted out. More outside air may make breathing easier, but it 
comes at a high cost.

In other words, while the air quality can be better when pollution 
is diluted, the consequences and high costs tend to outweigh the 
benefits. The costs were so high, that the market demanded a way to 
close the energy loop, recycle the heat and save on operating costs. 

While pool dehumidifiers have a higher front-end cost associated 
with them, the energy efficiency they can bring to a pool brings about 
a swift ROI when compared to traditional air handling systems. 
Pool dehumidifiers recirculate air through a dehumidification loop 
which can reclaim energy to operate efficiently.

The problem is this: Depending on how the system is designed, 
corrosive chloramine-laden air can recirculate too, which wreaks 
havoc on the entire mechanical system and threatens its useful life 
expectancy.

Evacuator Bench In-Deck & Integral Evacuator
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Natatorium continued
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The reality is that “solution by dilution” does 
not remove pollution from the natatorium; it 
just dilutes it. Diluted chloramines are still 
harmful and corrosive, and they are still in 
the room. We believe the better way to have 
good IAQ is to focus on capturing pollution 
and removing it from the space, rather than 
introducing more fresh air. By doing so, it 
addresses the pollution problem directly at 
its source, and reduces the need for excess 
outside air. The concept is known as “source-
capture” ventilation.

Traditional Natatorium Design 
Philosophy #2
“Exhaust from the ceiling.”
Heat and humidity rise. For that reason, it 
makes sense that the vast majority of pools 
that we have seen in North America have 
exhausts in the ceiling. The problem with 
high exhausts is that chloramines and other 
DBPs do not rise, because their atomic 
weight is heavier than oxygen. They stay 
low. Exhausting warm, humid air from the 
ceiling makes sense for heat and humidity, 
but does almost nothing to reduce pollution 
in the space. In effect, it’s throwing away the 

cleanest air in the room.
Since the worst air in the natatorium 

stays low, we believe low exhaust is more 
appropriate for indoor pools. Be cautioned, 
however: there is a crucial difference between 
‘low exhaust’ and proper source-capture 
ventilation. We encourage you to research it 
on your own.

Traditional Natatorium Design 
Philosophy #3
“Return low air to improve circulation.”
Many pools are designed with low return 
grilles, because their designers understood the 
need to have air movement in the breathing 
zone (lowest air in the room). Locating HVAC 
returns low to the pool deck does improve 
recirculation in most cases, and certainly is 
better than high returns when it comes to 
moving air down low. 

The problem is that low returns can 
recirculate chloramine-laden air through the 
HVAC system, which compounds an IAQ 
problem very quickly. Chloramines are also 
very corrosive, so it is known to cause rust and 
damage to the internals of an HVAC system 
faster than normal, which can shorten the 

life of the equipment. Replacement parts for 
pool dehumidifiers are not inexpensive, so we 
believe protecting that equipment should be a 
priority for pool operators and owners.

There are two general types of IAQ problems 
in pools: stratification and recirculation. 
Stratification is when there is poor air flow 
in certain parts of the room that need it, 
and recirculation is when bad air recirculates 
through the HVAC system.  It is possible to 
have both, though it is rare.

A different way to improve circulation 
in a pool is to relieve the room of bad air 
with proper source-capture ventilation, so 
that the HVAC system recirculates nothing 

We believe every pool user 

deserves to breathe healthy air, 

and that the aquatics and HVAC 

industries have a moral imperative 

to deliver healthy air to them. 
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Natatorium continued

but clean air. That way, all air being 
supplied to the room is chloramine free, 
and the ‘chloramine bubble’ above the 
pool is broken. This reduces the risk of 
stratification problems in the breathing 
zone, reduces the risk of chloramine 
recirculation and corrosion to the HVAC 
system, therefore potentially extending 
the system’s useful life.

Caring About The  
User Experience
A good way to design a natatorium is to 
start with the end users in mind, swimmers 
and other pool users and staff, not just 
calculations and design guidelines. Start 
by thinking about the user experience—a 
swim team breathing hard for two hours 
at full exertion; the lifeguards sitting 
on deck, rotating from stand to stand 
for hours every day; the coaches and 
spectators during a swim meet. 

Think about those people and how 

important it is that they can breathe 
healthy air. Fortunately, the technology 
and expertise exists today to help you 
achieve great IAQ, whether it be for 
a new pool, or existing pool that has 
been struggling with a chloramine IAQ 
problem.

We encourage you to research 
chloramine source-capture ventilation for 
indoor pools, and discover for yourself 
the benefits of removing this harmful 
pollution from the room. It can extend 
the life of the building and equipment, 
make the environment healthier and 
more enjoyable, and it can alleviate a big 
problem that costs pool owners a lot of 
money over time.

We believe every pool user deserves to 
breathe healthy air, and that the aquatics 
and HVAC industries have a moral 
imperative to deliver healthy air to them. 
If you feel the same way, know that you 
are not alone.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  Eric Knight is a swimmer and former American Record Holder who developed asthma from training in indoor pools. He has repre-

sented Paddock Evacuator® Technology since 2012, after experiencing it for himself and recognizing the incredible difference it makes to indoor air quality.
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We make SmartSpaces™
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We make SmartSpaces™

Clockwise from top left: Piano10™ with fl ipIT® 
monitor mounts; iGroup® Collaboration Tables 
with Villa™ power ports, Presence AV Podium™ 
and customized IT cabinets, mobile marker 
boards; Boost™ Collaboration table with fl ipIT 
Lift® motorless monitor mount and HuddleVu 
AV switcher; Collab™ with fl ipIT Laptop Safe® 
and IT management columns under table to 
under fl oor power and data.

Made in the USA
Made to order
Lifetime Warranty
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INSTALLING 
SYNTHETIC 

TURF
The quality of synthetic turf has improved dramatically 

since its creation in the early 1960s. Over the years, 

industry professionals have developed synthetic  

grass that looks, feels and reacts much closer to  

natural grass. 

This has made synthetic turf an increasingly popular 

surfacing solution for university athletic facilities.  

In 2013, according to the Synthetic Turf Council, there 

were between 1,200 and 1,300 synthetic turf fields 

installed in North American schools, colleges, parks, 

and professional sports stadiums.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
By Jeff Raiger

Photos courtesy of XGrass FieldSolutions
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Why are school administrators and 
athletic directors making the move to 
synthetic turf? 
It comes down to the fact that synthetic turf is more 
durable, versatile and requires less maintenance 
than natural grass.  Many areas of the country are 
experiencing record droughts. Synthetic turf delivers 
a consistent playing surface while eliminating the 
need for lots of water to grow grass. Simply put, 
synthetic turf fields allow more players on the field, 
more often, and for longer periods of time. 

Synthetic turf surfaces can provide your university’s 
athletic facility with a multitude of benefits, however 
in order to successfully enjoy these benefits there is 
one very important caveat: your synthetic field must 
be installed properly. 

As synthetic turf fields have become more popular 
in recent years, there have been a large number of 
installation companies that have sprouted up in 
the industry (thrown their hats into the ring). 
While there are plenty of exceptional synthetic turf 
installers in the business, there are also a significant 
number of companies that may not take the proper 
considerations during the field construction process. 

The majority of turf installations occur during the 
summer months while students are out of school. 
Thus this compression means that the most highly 
qualified resources have limited availability during 

Solar Farms continued
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Whether you are looking for drip irrigation for small planted areas, 
water saving sprays and rotors for larger areas or high-volume/long 
distance gear driven rotors for sport fields–K-Rain is your solution! 
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the prime install season.  So how do 
you avoid potential pitfalls when you 
are installing a synthetic turf surface at 
your athletic facility? 

The Three Most Important 
Qualities For a Synthetic Turf 
Installation Company
Focus on Safety and Performance
Athlete safety should be of the utmost 
importance for any synthetic turf 
installation company. Make sure the 
company you are hiring consistently 
follows ASTM and ADA compliance 
standards and only uses high-quality 
materials during their installation. 

Not all synthetic turf is created 
equal. While there have been major 
improvements to synthetic turf as a 
whole, some synthetic turf products are 
constructed better than others. There are 
a few things to look for when selecting a 
high-grade synthetic turf. 

First, you will want to make sure that 
the overall fiber count (face weight) is 
high. Lesser-quality synthetic turf is 
constructed with lower yarn face weights 
and requires a much larger percentage of 

infill to keep its blades standing upright. 
Premium quality synthetic turf should 
replicate natural grass in appearance. 
Athletes should be competing on the 
turf surface not on infill. Turf with lower 
yarn density is cheaper to produce, but 
it will require more frequent upkeep to 
maintain consistent performance. 

It’s also important to make sure that 
the turf you are installing has the right 
type of backing system. The backing 
system is what holds all of the fibers 
together, and it’s primarily responsible 
for the overall drainage rate. Urethane 
is the most common backing system 
material, and it is offered in either 
perforated or non-perforated styles. 
Perforated urethane systems tend to 
drain at a slower rate and run the risk of 
getting clogged with infill, while non-
perforated urethane backing is slightly 
less durable. 

There are viable alternatives to 
urethane. One time-tested option is 
polyolefin based Duraflo that delivers 
exceptional permeability with higher 
drainage rates. An additional benefit is 
that this product is 100% recyclable.

Turf continued
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Finally, you will want to make sure that the 
synthetic turf installation company that you 
work with offers warranties and third-party 
insurance in the event of field failure. It’s 
important to research company policies and 
identify the protection that they offer in the 
event that the field needs additional work or 
replacement after installation. 

Extensive Installation Experience
Installing a synthetic turf field requires expert 
design, planning and implementation. In order 
for your school to see a positive return on your 
investment, you’ll need to make sure that you 
hire a company that has extensive installation 
experience.

Due to the complicated nature of synthetic 
turf installation, it’s imperative that you 
find a synthetic turf company that sends 
out their own installation teams, rather 
than outsourcing the work to third-party 

contractors. In-house installation teams are 
highly-specialized and know the ins and outs 
of synthetic turf field installation. While 
third-party contractors may be able to perform 
a basic field installation, you run the risk of 
allowing small mistakes or oversights, which 
could affect the longevity of your synthetic 
turf surface.

Synthetic turf surfaces do not maintain 
themselves. Be sure that your provider has 
educated you about the proper maintenance 
required to maximize your return on 
investment. At a minimum, be sure that you 
identify the maintenance equipment required 
and insist that your staff be trained on its 
operation. Your synthetic turf partner has 
an obligation to provide all of the options 
available to you.

Additionally, you will want to find installers 
that offer long-term maintenance plans. These 
annual maintenance agreements available 
may actually carry an extended warranty. 
While synthetic turf surfaces are much more 
durable than natural grass surfaces, they still 
require intermittent maintenance. Proper 
maintenance by synthetic turf professionals 
will ensure that your synthetic turf retains 
exceptional playability, protects your athletes 
and will last for years to come. 

Another area of emphasis is safety. There 
has been much concern about head trauma 
and concussions recently. A properly designed, 
installed and maintained synthetic turf 
surface is safe. Make sure that you establish a 
protocol for Gmax testing the field for proper 
attenuation to ASTM standards. Both after 
initial completion, as well as every year or 
two afterwards additional testing should be 
performed and evaluated. There are industry 
standards that need to be met throughout 
the life of your field. This allows you to be 
confident that you are providing a safe surface 
for your student athletes. 

Honesty and Reliability
It’s important to hire an experienced synthetic 
turf installation company, but it’s even more 
important to hire an honest company. Any 
company that offers a standard synthetic turf 
solution should provoke a major red flag, as 
the options are nearly endless when it comes to 
manufacturing and installing a synthetic turf 
surface. 

There really isn’t a one-size fits all solution, 
because every facility is different. That’s why 
you’ll want to find a synthetic turf company 
that will listen to your needs and will develop 
a customized solution, tailored to meet your 
facility and activity requirements. 

Finally, it’s crucial that you hire a synthetic 
turf company that will remain accountable 
throughout the entirety of the installation 
process. Oftentimes, a reliable synthetic turf 
company will assign a devoted project manager 
or superintendent to each field construction. 
This ensures that the lines of communication 
are always open, and that the installation 
company is available to answer questions and 
address concerns before, during and after 
construction of the field surface. 

Summary
Installing a synthetic turf field is a major 
undertaking (and investment), so it is 
imperative that you spend the time to research 
and select a company that will install your 
surface with extreme care and professionalism. 
This will ensure that your synthetic turf 
surface is constructed to meet safety and 
performance standards, and will diligently 
serve your athletic needs for foreseeable future.

Athlete safety should be of the 

utmost importance for any  

synthetic turf installation company.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  Jeff Raiger has 

spent over a decade in the synthetic turf 

industry and serves as a Vice President 

with XGrass Field Solutions, LLC.  You can reach him 

at jeff.raiger@xgrass.com.

Turf continued
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PALESTRA:
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

BY JIM DEVENNEY

In the summer of 2013, our firm completed the renovation of the sound system at the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Palestra. One of the most historic college arenas in the United 

States, the Palestra is known as “The Cathedral of College Basketball.” It was founded 

in 1927, seats 8,722 and is home to Penn’s Quakers men’s and women’s basketball, 

volleyball and wrestling teams. 
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As one of the oldest basketball gyms in 
the country, the Palestra is famous for its 
intimate seating, but it wasn’t particularly 
well-known for its sound system. In fact, the 
opposite was true: it was known for having 
subpar audio, and the outdated loudspeaker 
and amplification technology certainly did 
not help. In short, the existing system was 
underpowered and simply was not meeting 
the needs of the facility.

Arena Acoustical Challenges
The arena also posed some acoustical 
challenges because of the many reverberant 
surfaces in the space, as well as some 
dimensions that were not particularly 
acoustics-friendly. In addition, to avoid 
compromising the integrity of this historic 
arena, we were not allowed to apply acoustical 
treatment to any of the surfaces in the space. 
So we had some obstacles to work around. 

The University of Pennsylvania also wanted 
the audio equipment to be easily avoided for 
events where the system did not need to be 
put to use. To this end, we designed and 
fabricated a custom 2-layer rigging grid that 
can be raised and lowered from the ceiling. 
We placed it in an optimal position where it 

Photo courtesy Clair Solutions
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can easily be deployed during games and other events, but can stay out of 
the way when it is not required. 

When it came to designing the audio system, we needed loudspeakers 
that not only offered high-quality audio; they also needed to be easy to affix 
to the custom rigging grid and, due to weight restrictions of the grid, were 
also light weight with widespread coverage (wider coverage meaning less 
loudspeakers required).  

Creating a Custom-Designed Fly Grid
After conducting an acoustical analysis of the Palestra, we designed 
a new system based around JBL VRX932LA-1 Constant Curvature 
loudspeakers and ASB6118 subwoofers. Working in conjunction with JBL, 
we determined the JBL loudspeakers would deliver the most output for the 
budget thanks to their compact size, ease of installation and wide, 100 x 
15-degree coverage pattern. 

The custom-designed fly grid holds 30 of the JBL VRX932LA-1 Constant 
Curvature loudspeakers arranged in six clusters of five each, with eight 
ASB6118 subwoofers hung from the center. While these loudspeakers are 
targeted precisely towards the fans, there are another four JBL AM5212/95 
loudspeakers that deliver “fill” sound directly onto the basketball court, for 
the benefit of the players, coaches and officials. 

We also knew that being able to provide a system in which the components 
are designed to seamlessly work together would also be a tremendous 
advantage to the university, translating to significant savings in terms of 
time and cost. A properly integrated audio system, where the loudspeakers 
and amplifiers can operate in unison, makes management of the whole 
system a much simpler operation. 

Photo courtesy Clair Solutions
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Choosing Amplifiers 
When it came time to choose the amplifiers, we felt there would be a 
tremendous advantage to specifying Crown amplifiers, since they are 
designed from the ground up to work seamlessly with JBL loudspeakers. 
The system at the Palestra features 10 Crown Macro-Tech 9000i 
2-channel, 3500W amplifiers and one Macro-Tech 5000i 2-channel, 
2500W amplifier. Thanks to built-in networking technology, system 
operators at the Palestra are able to monitor and control these amplifiers 
from any location in the venue. 

Another crucial component to the project at the Palestra, as it is with 
just about any audio system installation, was the ability to customize 
the system so that University staff could easily operate and fine-tune the 
system as needed. Digital signal processing technology has made this 

an easily achievable goal, and we selected a BSS Audio BLU-160 signal 
processor with digital audio bus and a BLU-BOB2 breakout box to help 
provide the University with this capability. In other words, if an operator 
wants to control a specific loudspeaker (or group of loudspeakers) and 
make adjustments to the audio signals, he or she can easily do that 
through the BSS interface. 

A Tight Turnaround Time
We had a very tight turnaround on the project—only nine weeks from 
the time the purchase order was issued to the completion date. Without 
the luxury of time or space, we used our headquarters in Manheim, 
Pennsylvania, as something of a staging ground for the Palestra 
installation.

Before we were able to perform the actual installation at the gym, we 
hung and tested the entire system at our headquarters, to ensure that 
the installation would go smoothly and quickly. Our successful working 
relationship with the technical staff at the University of Pennsylvania 
enabled us to overcome the technical and time management challenges 
of the project at the Palestra.  

The Penn Quakers men’s basketball team had a down year in 2014-15, 
although the women’s team went 22-9 and made the NIT tournament. 
Regardless of the success of the respective teams, the fans can be assured 
of one thing: a state-of-the-art audio experience in the historic Palestra. 

Palestra continued

Being able to provide a system in which the 
components are designed to seamlessly work 
together would be a tremendous advantage to  
the university, translating to significant savings  
in terms of time and cost.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:   Jim Devenney is a Senior Systems Designer for Clair Solutions. He has almost 40 years of experience designing and installing perma-

nent audio/video systems for churches, auditoriums, amphitheaters, amusement parks and theaters, as well as portable systems for touring audio companies. 
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A common drawback to 
the hallowed halls of many 
private institutes is just how 
hollow those halls sound. 

By Glenn Kuras

ACOUSTICSACOUSTICS
Surrounded by
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Acoustics continued

A common drawback to the hallowed halls of many private institutes 
is just how hollow those halls sound. Research has shown that 
background noise and sound reverberation, or echo, in classrooms can 
have a detrimental effect on communication between educators and 
students. And those noisy spaces are not just in classrooms. 

Everywhere you move around your campus, your ears are subject to 
a myriad of rooms with varying acoustic properties. Good acoustics 
is a key contributor to interior quality - along with lighting, thermal 
conditions, ergonomics, and air quality. An institution that takes 
acoustic performance into account can increase productivity by 
reducing distractions, increasing privacy, and upping comfort for 
students, educators and staff.

In offices and classrooms, acoustical treatments are used to improve 
speech intelligibility, comfort, and concentration by reducing unwanted 
noise and distractions. Of course, classrooms and offices are not the 
only spaces where these effects can be helpful. 

Auditoriums, gymnasiums, tutoring and study centers, and even 
hallways can benefit from acoustic treatment. We will explore some 
of the goals of treating each of these unique spaces and how to achieve 
those goals. But first, what is acoustic treatment?

The What and How of  
Acoustic Treatments
Acoustic treatment is an umbrella term that encompasses a wide array 
of wall coverings, building materials, and architectural elements that 
modify the sound inside a space. In most cases, the design of a space 
does not take acoustics into account, so acoustic treatments are usually 
employed to make the space more comfortable and productive. 
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Acoustics continued

The basic acoustic absorber is the most efficient and 
economical choice to alter the acoustics. Most of the 
time, these are built as standard sized panels, made with a 
variety of porous, absorbing materials. This includes, but 
is not limited to: fiberglass, mineral wool, ceiling tiles, 
and similar materials. Porous absorbers work, in short, by 
converting sound energy into heat, and then by diffusing 
and dissipating the heat throughout the material. 
Acoustic absorbers typically absorb throughout most of 
the frequency spectrum, depending on their thickness. 
We will examine the use and placement of acoustic 
absorbers in different spaces found in typical universities. 

This list is by no means exhaustive, as many universities 
have specialty and multipurpose rooms; however, the 
basic principles can be applied in other spaces to evaluate 
how beneficial treating the space may be.

Minimizing Reverberations 
in Classroom Walls
The key purpose of a classroom is information delivery 
whether it is from a lecturer or students collaborating 
together. However, reflections off walls in the room can 
produce reverberations or echoes which will periodically 
cause loss of comprehension for students, especially those 
next to walls or corners. 

Reducing these comprehension losses means less 
interruptions during class time, resulting in more focus 
and comfort in the classroom. Fortunately, classrooms 
are easy to treat by simply using absorbers on the walls 
spaced out throughout the room.
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Reducing Chatter in Auditorium Acoustics
Auditoriums have similar goals as classrooms, but 
the implementation of a solution is slightly different. 
Auditoriums are typically shaped as a quarter of a circle, 
or sometimes more simply as a triangle, which allows a 
lecturer’s voice to be projected towards the students. The 
angled walls allow for the reflections in the room to all be 
directed away from the front of the room. 

Additionally, this means chatter throughout the 
seats will also be directed away from the front of the 
auditorium. However, this results in those in the back 
getting a high concentration of reflections from the front, 
as well as chatter from around the room. Treatment on 
the back wall will remove these reflections after they have 
traveled through to the back of the room so that they do 
not linger and persist. Since all of the sound in the room 
is projected towards the back, absorbers in the back of the 
room will be highly effective.

An institution that takes acoustic 

performance into account can increase 

productivity by reducing distractions, 

increasing privacy, and upping comfort 

for students, educators and staff.
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Acoustics continued

Reducing Echoes in Gymnasiums 
and Indoors Sports Rooms
In gymnasiums and other indoor sports 
rooms, team talk can easily be drowned out 
by echoes of athletes running, impacts on the 
floors or walls, and others talking in the gym. 
Gymnasiums also are often used to host social 
events, and reverberation from conversation 
and music can make for an uncomfortably 
loud event. 

Treating the upper area of walls and ceilings 
with absorbers can be an efficient means to 
tackle these issues without intruding in on 
the space, while keeping them out of damage 
prone areas.

Creating Quiet in Tutoring Centers
Tutoring centers and student study centers 
benefit from a quiet environment, with 
private conversation. Reducing the sound 
levels in the room lets students work together 
without talking over themselves. Hallways 
and corridors can also benefit from treatment 
by reducing sounds traveling between rooms. 

Similar to a classroom, these spaces can 
be easily treated by panels spread out on the 
walls. There are of course other spaces inside 
a university that perhaps more obviously 
benefit from acoustic treatments, like media 
production rooms, music studios, concert 
halls, ensemble rooms, and individual band 
practice rooms.

  
Rules for All Applications 
Any acoustic panels used in the discussed 
applications should use absorptive material 
around two to four inches thick to cover the 
entire range of the human voice spectrum. 
If the material is thinner, it will only be 
treating the higher range and leaving the 
lower registers unaffected. Thicker panels are 
typically only necessary for rooms that are 
primarily for media production. 

Most manufacturers have their products 
sent to an independent, third-party acoustic 

laboratory to be tested for efficacy, and 
usually have these results published online. 
Be sure to request the actual reports issued 
by the laboratory; these tests are expensive to 
produce but guarantee reliable performance. 
The test data will show the amount of 
absorption over a range of frequencies for easy 
comparison with other products.

Types of Acoustic Treatments
Not all treatments are equally appropriate 
for installation in educational institutions, 
however. The suitability of a specific acoustic 
panel can be determined by evaluating 
performance, safety, and longevity of the 
product. For universities, the most important 
concern is the safety of the chosen products. 

First and foremost, any installed panels 
should be Class A fire rated; not just the 
fabric or materials themselves, but the entire 
product as a whole should be tested to be 
sure adhesives or other chemicals that may be 
used in manufacturing do not contribute to 
any additional flammability.

To ensure air quality is not reduced by 
the installation of panels, products should 
be constructed with wood and insulation 
material that do not use heavy industrial 
binders. Further considerations for air quality 
can be met by choosing LEED certified 
products, constructed from sustainable and 
recycled materials. 

Panels built with a frame, as opposed to 
simply fabric covered absorptive material, 
will increase the longevity of the panel, 
allow for more robust systems of mounting, 
enable replacing the fabric if necessary, and 
lend a more crisp edge. Other factors that 
can be taken into account range among cost, 
availability, warranties, finishing options, 
installation, and customer support; of course, 
as with any vendor, you will want to select 
a company that can provide honest acoustic 
advice and treatment recommendations. 

Acoustical treatments are becoming 
more ubiquitous throughout educational, 
commercial and industrial spaces due to 
the extent of benefits with little investment. 
With a wide variety of uses, absorbers are an 
excellent tool that can be sampled in many 
spaces in a university to evaluate the impact 
on students and staff. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Glenn Kuras is 
owner and president of GIK Acoustics, 
a leading manufacturer & designer of 
acoustic treatments. For over 10 years 

Glenn has used his expertise in room acoustics to 
assist centers of learning, recording studios, music 
producers, business centers and commercial spaces 
solve acoustic issues within their facilities. Learn 
more at www.gikacoustics.com.

Acoustical treatments are 

becoming more ubiquitous 

throughout educational, 

commercial and industrial 

spaces due to the extent of 

benefits with little investment.
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Failing Roof?
Why pay to replace it?

For 30 years, with hundreds of millions of square feet applied, ASTEC®

Re-Ply™ Roofing Systems have saved schools, governments, and private
industry the high costs of roof replacement. As an industry leader,
with multiple certifications and ISO 9001-2008 manufacturing,
ASTEC is the smart choice for sustainable roofing.

For more information, or a

FREE QUALIFYING ROOF SURVEY
call: 800.223.8494  or visit: WhyReplace.com
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Streamline operational and security communications on 
campus with Icom’s IP Advanced Radio System. The 
compact, license-free IP100H wireless LAN radio installs 
on existing IP network infrastructure and features:

     •  Loud Audio

     •  Full Duplex Communication (headset required)

     •  Individual/Group Calls

     •  Text Messaging

System components include the IP1000C Controller for 
plug-and-play programming and the optional IP100FS 
Remote Communicator for virtual dispatch. Connect the 
IP100H with existing Icom land mobile radios using the 
VE-PG3 RoIP Gateway.
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Radio Interoperability for Private Universities
When it comes to radio communications, Icom has you covered. Integrate 
digital, analog and IP communications under one system with Icom’s line 
of IDAS™ Digital, P25 and WLAN radio equipment. Private universities 
turn to Icom for durability, reliability and innovative technology. 
Radio features include:

 • Factory-certified, Military-grade Construction
 • Private Conversation to Individuals and/or Groups
 • Emergency Functions for Maximum Safety
 • Options for GPS, Virtual Dispatch and More

Contact Icom Today
Connect with Icom to improve operational communications during critical 
situations and everyday school activities.
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sales@icomamerica.com
800-USA-ICOM

Connect with Icom 
Campus Communications Solutions
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How to Improve Efficiency and Measure ROI

CAMPUS 
SAFETY 

BUDGETING: 
By Jodi Hogerton
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When it comes to campus safety, spending has 
traditionally been a murky area. You don’t want 
to underspend; leaving the department strapped 
for resources makes your campus vulnerable to 
threats, and creates a recipe for disaster. But 
how much does your campus safety department 
actually need? How will you know if you’re 
overspending? 

ROI for Security Spending:  
Putting a Price Tag on Prevention 
It’s always been difficult to show ROI for security 
spending, since a conventional “return” can’t be 
provided. The benefit is in preventing loss of 
revenue: damaged property, lawsuits, damaged 
reputation leading to lower enrollment, or 
worse—injury or even death of students or staff.

Putting a price tag on prevention isn’t easy. 
Across a variety of industries, security spending 
has relied more on recommendations than hard 
numbers. With new technology, however, it’s 

becoming easier than ever for administrators 
to see exactly what their security expenditure 
is providing. Now, campus safety departments 
can use technology to effectively measure 
and record their efforts, justifying their 
budget requests and ensuring funds are spent 
responsibly. 

Incident reporting software can help 
campus safety departments boost efficiency 
by automating the incident reporting process 
while keeping accurate records of campus safety 
incidents. Incident reporting software systems 
should offer a searchable database to make it 
easy to pull valuable information out of your 
reports, like the names of repeat offenders or a 
common location for criminal activity. 

The best software programs don’t stop at 
incident reporting, but rather incorporate a 
variety of distinct tools to help campus safety 
work more efficiently and measure the impact of 
the service provided.  

When budgets are tight, 

accountability is crucial. As 

evidenced by recent college 

closures and an ever-tightening 

post-recession financial squeeze 

on the majority of private 

universities, budgets are tight. 

Now more than ever, it’s time 

to account for every dollar your 

university is spending and make 

sure it’s spent wisely.
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Doing More With Less
In the new economic climate facing many private universities, campus safety 
departments are challenged to do more with less, effectively demonstrate their 
value, and show what services are provided within the institution’s public safety 
budget. With the right technology and tracking tools, all the information a 
campus safety department needs to provide during the budget process should 
be readily available and easy to access.

What should your campus safety department be able to 
provide?
1. A breakdown of the services provided by the department
Without an accurate picture of the scope of services that the campus safety 
department provides, it’s nearly impossible to make knowledgeable budgeting 
decisions. How a department utilizes resources (how they spend time, money) 
and what they accomplish are crucial pieces of information that they must be 
able to provide. 

Pay close attention to how much time is dedicated to clerical work. Things 
like completing paperwork, filing case reports, following up on unpaid 
citations, and creating departmental schedules are necessary tasks, but they 
also take campus safety staff members away from their primary duty of helping 
keep your campus safe. 

The time spent on these types of tasks can easily be minimized by 
implementing software that helps automate reporting, organization, and 
managerial tasks. At Queens University of Charlotte, for example, the campus 
police department estimates freeing up an additional 40-80 hours per week 
simply by implementing the Report Exec incident management software suite.

Security continued



Make your homework easy and earn extra credit. Clean 
your school with the World leaders in cleaning equipment, 
and if you spend $7,500 or more on Kärcher products, 
your school will receive a FREE BV 11/1 back pack vac. 
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 Kärcher Floor Care Dealer.
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more on cleaning equipment for your school.*
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Many campus safety departments 
perform duties that fall outside the 
traditional scope of campus safety—like 
training other staff on matters relating 
to safety. Make sure these other duties 
and accomplishments are included in a 
breakdown of the department’s activities. 

When possible, campus safety directors 
should try to tie a dollar amount to 
activities—how much would it cost to 
hire an outside agency to provide the 
service that the department offers? This 
information can provide guidelines on 
budget and establish a frame of reference 
for the value of the department.

2. Justifications for budget requests 
and staffing increases
With an accurate breakdown of services, 
it becomes easier for campus safety 
departments to demonstrate where they 
need additional resources. Incident 
reporting software documents any 
increases in requests for service, and can 
help identify patterns in these increases. 

If resources are strained, the campus 
safety director can use the data from 
incident reporting software to accurately 
pinpoint the cause of the strain, and 
determine how to effectively alleviate it.

Realistically, there are far more 
universities looking over budgets and 
finding where to make cuts, not where 
to increase funding. With more specific 
data to examine, it becomes easier to come 
up with creative solutions to strained 
resources. For example, if calls for service 
increase on Friday night, the department 
could adjust schedules to have a full staff 
on Friday night and less staffing during 
other times, rather than adding another 
full-time campus safety officer to the staff.

3. Campus crime trends, analysis 
and predictions
Tracking every criminal incident that 
occurs on campus doesn’t just help with 
budgeting today, it can help build a 
safer campus community and plan for 
the future. The best incident reporting 
software won’t just make it faster and 
easier to compile reports and maintain 
Clery and Title IX compliance; it will 
also use the information from every 
incident to populate a live data dashboard. 
Campus safety departments can use this 
dashboard to get a more accurate picture 
of everything that’s going on across the 
campus. 

Visualizing data with an interactive 
dashboard makes it easy to pinpoint 
campus crime hotspots, identify trends 
in incidents on your campus, and view 
which time periods see higher rates of 
criminal activity. With that information, 
your campus safety department can work 
more efficiently, and dedicate resources 
to preventing incidents rather than just 
responding to them. 

A safe campus should always be 

the top priority for the campus 

safety department as well as the 

university administration. 

Security continued
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Working proactively to prevent incidents based on data-driven 
intelligence not only helps create a safer campus; it also saves money for 
the university. More resources are required to investigate and respond to 
an incident than to prevent an incident from occurring in the first place, 
and preventing incidents also eliminates the possibility of damaging a 
university’s reputation in the wake of a campus crime.

4. Departmental audits and response times
A departmental audit is a supplement to a department’s complete 
breakdown of services provided. Where the breakdown of activities 
and services demonstrates how the campus safety department allocates 
resources, a system audit provides in-depth detail on exactly what the 
department does. With the right incident reporting software, generating a 
departmental audit is easy. 

Furthermore, if the software suite incorporates everything a campus 
safety department needs to complete their duties, the software’s audit will 
be a nearly complete account of how each member of the department 
spends their time on the job. Detailed audits are a huge asset when it comes 
to identifying waste on a departmental level as well as an individual level. 
Audits can come in handy for employee reviews and reward programs. 

Examining your campus safety department’s response times is also an 
important factor in budgeting. Response time refers to the time elapsed 
between when an incident was reported and when a campus safety officer 
arrived on the scene to respond to it. While differences in incident severity 
can play a factor here, in general, longer incident response times indicate a 
problem in the department’s operations. A closer look into response times 
and departmental audits can help pinpoint the root cause of the problem.

P.O. Box One, Graham, TX 76450
www.southernbleacher.com

800.433.0912

Southern Bleacher:
Experience You Can Trust

69 years of college and high school stadiums,
speedways, arenas and more

Houston
Baptist

University
Houston, Texas

5,065 seat grandstand. 
IL2K decking system. 
Center chair section.
Twin 12' x 71' press

boxes with a connecting 
covered platform.

Husky Stadium is the 
home of HBU football.
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All Inclusive 
Fuel Treatment 
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800.530.6935 Eliminating water in fuel 
systems since 1965
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We Make Water Burn!TM

E10 fuel is usable in your equipment. It’s water from contamination
or condensation that causes problems. K100 Fuel Treatment prevents
the problem by getting rid of the water. Period.
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Campus Safety Must be a Top Priority
University administrators and budget planners have a difficult job, especially in the current economic climate. When it comes to campus 
safety, it can be even more difficult to accurately assess a budget without a security or law enforcement background. Fortunately, technology 
is making the budget process easier by helping campus safety directors to prove the value of their department. 

In the end, creating a safe campus environment is the main goal and the reason for a campus safety department to exist in the first place. 
It’s easy to lose sight of this goal amidst the budget talks and politics, but a safe campus should always be the top priority for the campus 
safety department as well as the university administration. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jodi Hogerton is the marketing specialist at Competitive Edge Software, Inc. in Milwaukee, WI, where she handles research and 
marketing initiatives. Competitive Edge Software Inc. is a leader in incident reporting and security management software for colleges and universities.
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industry itself. A division of Nucor Corporation, ABC manufactures metal building systems that are 
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Providing powerful value, Building Information 

Modeling, or BIM, is driving an unparalleled  revolution 

in the construction industry using  3D digital modeling 

software from Tekla®.

ABC is the fi rst manufacturer to detail 100  percent of 

its projects using BIM 3D modeling  as standard. Taking 

BIM a step further, ABC  has worked to create “high 

defi nition BIM” that shows details and connections, 

including bolting, anchoring and wall and roof panels.  

You can now get a BIM model for your entire athletic 

facility shell from one source. 
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W/ THE EZ LED
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W/ METAL HALIDE

EZ LED LED Metal Halide Direct Replacement

• Simply screw it in...It’s EZ!
• Saves up to 68% in energy costs = $364 
    per light, per year.*
• No fixture change or rewiring.
• Long LED life technology.
• Payback: less than one year (before rebates). 
• Equals or Exceeds Brand New Metal 
   Halide Light Output. 
• No Mercury. No Radiation. No UV. RoHs Compliant.
• Rebate Eligible.
• 5 Year Warranty. 50,000+ hour life. 

800-553-2112
Waiting Is Costly. Call Now! FREE Shipping This Month. 30 Day Money-back Guarantee.
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STILL
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THESE?
 

AFTER
W/ THE EZ LED145w “BRIGHT” Saves 68% = up to $364*, per light, per year

180w “BRIGHTER” Saves 62% = up to $324*, per light, per year

230w “BRIGHTEST” Saves 50%+ = up to $267*, per light, per year

  *Operating 24/7 @ national kWh of 13.6 cents
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  LED Direct Replacement for  Metal Halide
Saves 68% SIMPLY by Changing “Bulbs”

        “With the EZ LED, my energy costs are down by almost 70%... 
just by screwing-in the EZ LED “bulbs.” It was simple... and I don’t 
expect to ever change a warehouse light again! My employees are 
happier with the far superior light quality and I am delighted with my 
drastic improvement to my bottom line.” 
                   Brian Brandel, Founder of Hero247.com | Peosta, Iowa

“PLUG N’ PLAY” 
LED for Metal Halide

Saves $1,000s in 
Monthly Energy Costs
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...with everything you 
need for Baseball, 

Football, Soccer, Club 
Sports

Check out our Labor Saving products 
to mark and maintain Athletic Fields.

NEW!
Yellow 
Alert 

Fencing!

• Field Lining Kits
• Paint • Accessories
• Bleachers & Benches
• Event Fencing
• Field Drain Covers
• Field Prep Equipment

33490 Pin Oak Parkway, 
P.O. Box 330
Avon Lake, OH 44012 www.markersinc.com



Polly ProductsPolly ProductsPolly Products

12 North Charlotte Street, Mulliken, MI 48861 
Toll Free: 1-877-609-2243 • Fax: 1-517-649-2284 • www.pollyproducts.com   

We are proud to supply an environmentally 
responsible product to the marketplace. A 
product that provides a durable alternative 
to other materials that rob our environment 
of our valuable natural resources is a Polly 
Product. “Green Products for a Green 
World” is our contribution to the saving of 
our planet. “Quality”, “recycled”, and “de-
signed to endure” are words synonymous 
with Polly Products. We not only manufac-
ture all of our recycled plastic components, 
our craftsmen create and fabricate prod-
ucts that are shipped worldwide.

Green Products for a Green World         1-877-609-2243

Made in the USA • 100% Recycled Product • Eco-friendly • 15 Year Warranty

Park Benches • Message Benches • Picnic Tables
Trash Receptacles • Recycle Receptacles • Bench Ends 

Outdoor Message • Facility Products • Polly Planks
Streetscape Planters

Our products 
can earn LEED points.

Schools and facilities looking to restore or 
beautify concrete that's now underneath 
old tiles or carpet held down by mastics or 
glues need an effective adhesive remover 
they can rely on. Franmar's 500MR Mastic 
Remover does just that! Made from soy-
bean, 500MR removes asbestos/black mas-
tics, vinyl glue and traditional carpet mastics 
with virtually no odor!

Blue Bear® 500MR 
Mastic Remover — BEAN-e-doo®

ASPHALT REMOVERS

600GL500MR
Coatings Remover

Degreaser

Also check out these other great products:

Mastic Remover
• Removes Coatings from 
 Brick, Masonry, Wood, and Metal

• Gelled for Horizontal 
 or Vertical Surfaces

• Made with U.S. Soybeans

• Removes:
 Asbestos/Black Mastic, 
 Vinyl Glue, Ceramic Mastic, 
 Traditional Carpet Adhesive

• Virtually No Odor - 
 Less than 3% VOC!

• Cleans Up Easily with 
 Water and/or BLUE BEAR 
 700DG Concrete Degreaser

Call: 800.538.5069 www.franmar.com

COATING REMOVERS

MASTIC REMOVER

FORM RELEASE

SURFACE CLEANERS

FOCUSING ON 
A BETTER WORKSITE

700DG
• Ideal clean-up after 600GL 
 and 500MR

• No Harmful Petroleums, Acids, 
 or Trisodium Phosphate

500
Mastic Remover

• Removes:
 Asbestos/Black Mastic, 
 Vinyl Glue, Ceramic Mastic, 
 Traditional Carpet Adhesive

• Virtually No Odor - 
 Less than 3% VOC!

• Cleans Up Easily with 
 Water and/or BLUE BEAR 
 700DG Concrete Degreaser

400MR
Asphalt Release

• Copy Goes Here Copy Goes Here
• Copy Goes Here Copy Goes Here

• Covers 2,000 sq ft per gal - Metal or Plastic Forms
• Covers 1,200 sq ft per gal - Coated Plywood Forms

SPECIALLY FORMULATED

One Gallon 128 FL OZ (3.78L)

500MR
Mastic Remover

BEAN•E•DOO® MASTIC REMOVER

For Concrete Surfaces

• SAFE! No Petroleum Solvents
• Virtually No Odor
• Made with 100% American Grown Soybeans

GEL FORMULATION

One Gallon 128 FL OZ (3.78L)

600GL
Coatings Remover

SOY•GEL™

For Concrete, Masonry, Wood, and Metal

• SAFE! No Methylene Chloride
• Removes Multiple Layers with ONE Application
• Made with 100% American Grown Soybeans

400MR
Asphalt Release

• Copy Goes Here Copy Goes Here
• Copy Goes Here Copy Goes Here

• Covers 2,000 sq ft per gal - Metal or Plastic Forms
• Covers 1,200 sq ft per gal - Coated Plywood Forms

SUPER CONCENTRATED FORMULATION

One Gallon 128 FL OZ (3.78L)

700DG
Degreaser

EMERGE™

For Concrete Floors, Parts Washers, and Equipment

• Excellent for Clean-Up After Blue Bear 600GL and 500MR
• 100% Biodegradable
• Contains NO Harmful Phosphates or AcidsRemoval of Vinyl Mastic

www.franmar.com  1-800-538-5069



Polly ProductsPolly ProductsPolly Products

12 North Charlotte Street, Mulliken, MI 48861 
Toll Free: 1-877-609-2243 • Fax: 1-517-649-2284 • www.pollyproducts.com   

We are proud to supply an environmentally 
responsible product to the marketplace. A 
product that provides a durable alternative 
to other materials that rob our environment 
of our valuable natural resources is a Polly 
Product. “Green Products for a Green 
World” is our contribution to the saving of 
our planet. “Quality”, “recycled”, and “de-
signed to endure” are words synonymous 
with Polly Products. We not only manufac-
ture all of our recycled plastic components, 
our craftsmen create and fabricate prod-
ucts that are shipped worldwide.

Green Products for a Green World         1-877-609-2243

Made in the USA • 100% Recycled Product • Eco-friendly • 15 Year Warranty

Park Benches • Message Benches • Picnic Tables
Trash Receptacles • Recycle Receptacles • Bench Ends 

Outdoor Message • Facility Products • Polly Planks
Streetscape Planters

Our products 
can earn LEED points.



4290 Hwy 52 Suite G
Helena, AL 35080

Exceed
your expectations!

“We use the Buckeye Reflections® Program for 
our wood floors. Arena® 300 has exceeded our 
expectations for durability and appearance. Our 
gym is a focal point, not only for our athletic 
department, but for our school in general.  
We are extremely proud of this facility!”

Loyal Hanrahan
Facilities and Transportation Manager  

800.321.2583
www.buckeyereflections.com

~ Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences
 Seattle, WA


